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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we investigate the effect of filled pauses, a discourse marker and silent pauses in a change detection experiment in natural, vocoded and synthetic speech. In natural speech change detection has been found to increase in the presence of filled pauses, we extend this work by replicating earlier findings and explore the effect of a discourse marker, like, and silent pauses. Furthermore we report how the use of "unnatural" speech, namely synthetic and vocoded, affects change detection rates. It was found that the filled pauses, the discourse marker and silent pauses all increase change detection rates in natural speech, however in neither synthetic nor vocoded speech did this effect appear. Rather, change detection rates decreased in both types of "unnatural" speech compared to natural speech. The natural results suggest that while each type of pause increase detection rates, the type of pause may have a further effect. The "unnatural" results suggest that it is not the full pipeline of synthetic speech that causes the degradation, but rather that something in the pre-processing, i.e. vocoding, of the speech database limits the resulting synthesis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Filled pauses (FPs) in naturally occurring spontaneous speech have received considerable attention and a variety of interesting phenomena have been found, such as faster reaction times [7, 8], faster word integration [3] and more accurate object identification [1].

This work explores the effect of filled pauses (‘uh’) in the context of "unnatural" speech, namely vocoded and synthetic speech, and compares it to the effects in natural speech. In other work we’ve explored the effects in various reaction time (RT) experiments [6, 14]. In these studies the same general tendency has been found. Vocoded speech generally mirrors natural speech effects, however no effects are found in synthetic speech except a generally slower RT in response to synthetic speech compared to the other types. While the reaction time experiments provide evidence that FPs affect people’s on-line processing, FPs may have other, and longer term, effects. Change Detection [13] is a paradigm in which participants are asked to listen to short paragraphs of speech and are subsequently presented with the contents of the speech in writing. It is then the task of the participant to detect if a single change has occurred in the text as compared to the speech. This requires participants to not only process the speech as they hear it, but also to memorise it long enough to detect a change at a later point. Thus change detection, as opposed to reaction time, experiments provide a measure of the memorability of the speech in a slightly longer term context.

The basic effect reported by Collard [2] (Chapters 6 & 7), is that the presence of an FP prior to the changing word, as compared to fluent speech, increases the change detection rate by 10-15%. Collard [2] concludes that the acoustic quality of the FP is responsible for the effect (Chapter 7.6, pp. 128). His conclusion was based on manipulating silences around the FP but [12] has shown that a simple silent pause can make the same effect appear. Effects of silence are also found in related studies [4]. We therefore extend this work by including silent pauses and a discourse marker (’like’) in natural speech to see if the effect is unique to FPs. Furthermore, as we are interested in the effects of "unnatural" speech types on listeners, we also perform the experiment using vocoded and synthetic speech. Vocoding, in speech synthesis, is the step of parametrising the speech in a manner suitable for statistical machine learning. This parametrised version can be re-formed directly by the vocoder, with some loss in quality, and this is what constitutes vocoded speech. Alternatively, a statistical model of the parametrised speech can be used to generate the speech, this is the method of synthesis applied in this paper.
The working hypothesis was that a similar pattern to the RT experiments would appear, in which the effect of disfluencies is present in natural and vocoded speech, but not in synthetic. This is motivated by the results of the prior experiments, but also by the assumption that current vocoding techniques do not degrade the quality of the speech in a way that would prevent the effect from appearing. It is possible however, that a different pattern will emerge due to the differences between the two paradigms. In RT experiments we are testing people’s online monitoring and recognition of speech, whereas in change detection people are required to memorise the speech in order to detect the change at a later point. This means that even though participants may understand the speech, they may not be able to efficiently memorise it.

2. CHANGE DETECTION EXPERIMENTS

To perform the change detection experiments 43 short paragraphs, 20 critical, 20 filler and 3 practice, said by the same speaker in a spontaneous conversation were prepared. In each paragraph a target word was chosen and four alternative paragraphs were created. One where the target was preceded by an FP (‘uh’), a silent pause (SP), the discourse marker ‘like’ (DM) or by nothing (i.e. fluent speech). The original paragraph was of one of these four cases, and the alternatives were made by altering the original by splicing out the segment immediately preceding the target word and splicing in the relevant replacement. The change word was a near-synonym or semantically related to the target word (i.e. the close-change condition of [2]). For the filler sentences no change existed, however a dummy target word was still chosen in front of which either an FP, SP or DM was placed. The paragraphs potentially included other FPs, DMs and SPs than the critical one so participants could not learn to use those as cues for the change. Two of the practice sentences contained no change and one a single change.

The vocoded versions were created taking the natural paragraphs and vocoding them using STRAIGHT [11], no further modifications to the audio was made. The synthetic utterances were made using HTS [15] and a good-quality state-of-the-art HMM-based voice trained on approximately 8 hours of speech. The transcripts of the paragraphs were used for the synthesis, and versions including a FP or DM was made by inserting these as words in the token stream, whereas the SP version was made in a similar way as in the RT experiments in [6], the length of the SP was thus similar to that of the FP.

Figure 1: Detection rates per speech type. Permissive includes correct detection of change but incorrect identification. Exact does not.

2.1. Method

108 participants were recruited, 36 listened to natural speech only, 36 to vocoded and 36 to synthetic speech. Each participant only heard samples with either an FP, SP or DM such that for each type of speech and each type of pause there were 12 participants. Each participant listened to the practice sentences and then to each of the 40 paragraphs in a random order, of the 20 critical, half contained the appropriate form of pause, and the other half no pause (with 6 participants getting one set and other 6 the other set). In total this yielded 720 (36*20) critical evaluations per speech type and 240 (12*20) per condition (FP, SP or DM) within each speech style.

3. RESULTS

Due to an error in the experiment scripts 96 trials were invalid (4.4%) and were removed from the analysis. In 116 of the remaining trials (5.6%) participants correctly detected a change but incorrectly specified which change. In 16 of these the participant answered that the DM was the change which can arguably be considered correct. Therefore, two analysis were carried out - with (Exact) or without (Permissive) the exact specification of change. Notably however, the pattern of the results are identical. Please note that in the following analysis disfluent speech includes FPs, DMs and notably SPs, thus fluent speech is speech with none of these present.

A two-way ANOVA over the by-subject mean scores per condition was run. There was no overall effect of Disfluency Type (FP, DM, SP) or Disfluency Condition (Fluent or Disfluent), however a significant effect of Speech Type (Permissive: F(2, 99)=5.917, p<0.005, Exact: F(2, 99)=10.377, p<0.0001) was found and an interaction between Speech Type and Disfluency Condition for the Exact analysis (F(2, 99)=5.180, p<0.01) which was only marginal in the Permissive (F(2, 99)=2.788, p=0.066). Using Bonferroni correc-
Figure 2: Detection rates divided by disfluency condition and speech type. DIS are disfluent conditions and FLU the fluent condition.

The effect of Speech Type is such that for the Natural Speech detection rates were significantly higher than V ocoded (Permissive: \( t(139)=2.692, p<0.05 \), Exact: \( t(140)=4.745, p<0.0001 \) and Synthetic (Permissive: \( t(142)=3.878, p<0.001 \), Exact: \( t(139)=4.699, p<0.0001 \), but no difference existed between Synthetic and V ocoded (Permissive: \( t(138)=0.870, p=1 \), Exact: \( t(133)=0.662, p=1 \), see Figure 1. That is, changes are generally detected better in natural speech than in synthetic (by 13.6% in the Permissive and 16.1% in the Exact case) and vocoded (by 10.9% in the Permissive and 18.6% in the Exact case).

The interaction effect (see Figure 2) was explored as it was significant in the Exact case and near significant in the Permissive. Using Bonferroni correction, there was no effect of disfluency condition in synthetic (Permissive: \( t(70)=1.374, p=0.521 \), Exact: \( t(70)=0.582, p=1 \) and vocoded speech (Permissive: \( t(70)=0.355, p=1 \), Exact: \( t(70)=0.075, p=1 \), however a significant effect was present in natural speech (Permissive: \( t(70)=3.326, p<0.005 \), Exact: \( t(70)=3.307, p<0.005 \). The presence of a disfluency did not have any effect on detection rates in synthetic and vocoded speech, however in natural they increased detection rates by 14.4% in the Permissive and 15.3% in the Exact case.

As disfluency had an effect in natural speech, individual tests for each disfluency type was run. Using Bonferroni correction a marginal effect of the FP was found in the permissive case \( (t(220)=2.356, p=0.058) \) which was significant in the exact \( (t(220)=2.468, p=0.043) \). For the DM a significant effect was found in the permissive case \( (t(223)=2.736, p=0.020) \) which was marginal in the exact \( (t(223)=2.3608, p=0.057) \). There was no effect of SP in the permissive case \( (t(236)=1.739, p=0.250) \) but a marginal effect in the exact \( (t(236)=2.234, p=0.079) \). See below discussion about this. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show individual detection rates for each disfluency type in each speech type.

4. DISCUSSION

Disfluent speech increases change detection rates in natural speech compared to fluent speech with no disruption. However, this is not the case in v vocoded or synthetic speech (Figure 2).

In natural speech the FP and DM provides the larger and more significant benefit, while the contribution of a SP is less clear-cut (Figure 5). The results are, seemingly, in line with [2] who concludes that the acoustic quality of the FP is important in providing a benefit. While Collard investigated varying the length of SPs surrounding the FP he did not evaluate SPs on their own as done here. Our SP results are, however, different from those found by [12] in a very similar experimental setting. Their results are in line with the temporal delay hypothesis of [4] that it is simply the disruption which causes the increase in change detection rates. Something which, in a strict interpretation, is not supported by our results. While the tendency was for the SP to have lower detection rates than either FP or DM it did still increase detection rates (Permissive: 9%, Exact: 15%). It may be that the difference between the SP/DM and FP results is a consequence of our many tests and as such we have lost statistical power. That the effect appears with the DM can support both the hypothesis that it is the disruption which is the cause but also the idea that the use and purpose of DMs and FPs is similar (e.g. as seen in [9]). To determine which is more likely to be true using a non-speech condition as in [4] could be considered in future studies, besides replicating the SP experiment with a focus purely on natural speech.

Current Synthesis and V ocoding techniques do not produce speech for which the change detection results observed for natural speech are replicated (Figure 4 and 3). Where FPs, DMs and SPs increase the detection rate with 11-17% in natural speech there is no discernible pattern in synthetic and vocoded speech, rather, they tend to produce the same detection rates. Not only did the natural effect not appear, for both vocoded and synthetic speech the overall detection rate dropped as compared to natural speech by 11 to 18%. This is not just an effect of increased detections in the disfluency conditions of the natural speech, but rather an overall effect of the speech type. It is notable that this inability to replicate the effect occurs in both synthetic and vocoded, as the initial expectation was that current vocoding techniques were good enough to replicate the effect. That they do not suggests that it is not simply a matter of the speech prosody and
general naturalness being poor, but rather that there is something about the inherent speech quality of the vocoder which limits synthetic speech in this regard.

In reaction time experiments we have found that vocoded speech [6, 14] elicits the same patterns as natural speech, which is in contrast to current results. Vocoding is known to introduce a buzzy character to the speech, while we are aware of the perceived naturalness of this [10], other possible psychological effects of this buzziness are unknown. It is possible that this demonstrates one of them. To detect a change the participant must necessarily be able to commit to (short term) memory what was being said in the paragraph in order to compare with the text later. Thus if the effect of vocoding decreases participants ability to memorize the salient elements of the paragraph, it should show an overall decrease in a participant’s ability to detect changes, something which is the case. This decrease is likely due to an additional strain on the participant’s cognitive resources and can also explain the lack of disruption/temporal delay effect. The participant must use so many resources to simply process the incoming speech stream that any potential benefit to be had from the disruption is lost. Following [2], the effect of disfluency found in natural speech is due to heightened attention to the target word, resulting in better recall and notice of changes. While durational and prosodic cues may still be present after vocoding, if the participant is already straining their cognitive resources to simply understand and commit the content to memory, it is likely that these cues do not result in an attentional shift. This is, however, speculative and further experimental evidence would be needed. Experiments explicitly manipulating the cognitive strain on participants, such as dual-attention tasks, could be used in combination with a change detection paradigm using natural speech, if this alters the results for natural speech to look similar to those of vocoded and synthetic speech it would provide evidence for a cognitive strain hypothesis.

5. CONCLUSION

We have shown that disfluent speech increase change detection rates in natural speech, but that this effect is not present in either vocoded or synthetic speech. Our vocoding results are in contrast to [6, 14] where the effect appears. The SP results seemingly support [2] and could be interpreted against the temporal delay hypothesis of [4]. As our results differ from [12] we have cautioned that this may be due to our high number of tests and given suggestions for further work which may resolve these tensions, including using a non-speech condition and a dual-attention paradigm. All research data associated with this paper can be found at Edinburgh DataShare [5] (http://hdl.handle.net/10283/808).
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